Migrating from Legacy
Symantec/Blue Coat appliances
to Zscaler cloud-native platform
has never been easier
We know transitioning from legacy Symantec/Blue Coat seems like an
overwhelming task. With all the person-hours spent deploying web gateway
appliances, building and maintaining overblown network-centric security policies,
and dealing with on-going connectivity issues seems like a never-ending cycle.
With the world rapidly moving towards digital transformation, there is even more
pressure to find the right replacement.
Don’t worry. We are here to help. It’s never been easier to migrate to Zscaler, the Industry’s leader in the
Gartner Secure Web Gateway Magic Quadrant for ten consecutive years, and now, for the first time in this
category, recognized as the only leader.
Zscaler’s unique cloud-native proxy platform eliminates the need for appliances. With simple configuration,
you can direct all traffic (including SSL) to the Industry’s largest in-line cloud security stack that performs
single-pass inspection, provides full visibility, and delivers in-depth, intelligent protections to every user
regardless of location or network. With the network now irrelevant, you can:

Build context-based security
policies without worrying about
the underlying network

Gain full visibility by
inspecting SSL traffic
without limits

Stop threats with true in-line,
always-on protection sourced
by 175B daily transactions

We know that migration is a painstaking process, with every organization requiring a customized approach.
With this in mind, we have crafted an exclusive offer that will expedite this process and smoothly transition
you from legacy Symantec [Blue Coat] to Zscaler.

Jumpstart your migration journey with:
Extended Trial: Experience superior protection with an extended trial license for Zscaler’s Internet Access
(ZIA) transformation bundle that includes:
Advanced Cloud Sandbox
Advanced Cloud Firewall
Advanced Threat Protection
Data Protection
Cloud Browser Isolation
Full SSL inspection
And more...
Complimentary Assessment: Plan your migration with confidence as our professional services policy
migration experts deliver:
In-depth Policy and Configuration Assessment
2-pager Policy Migration Assessment Report
Certification Credits: Get complimentary eLearning credits that give you instant access to a comprehensive
on-demand curriculum, and a chance to get certified. We will get you started with:
2x eLearning credits
Instant access to 13x self-paced eLearning modules
Instructor-led virtual training coming soon
Path to ZCCA-IA “Cloud Administrator Internet Access” Certification

Now, you have a way out, and Zscaler is committed to providing you with a
successful and delightful migration experience. Why wait? Sign up today!

About Zscaler
Zscaler accelerates digital transformation with its Zero Trust Exchange, a SASE-based platform that provides fast, secure connections between
users, devices, and applications over any network. Learn more at zscaler.com or follow us on Twitter @zscaler.
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